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The Question of Pure Fusion
Explosions Under the CTBT
Suzanne L. Joneso and Frank N. von Hippelb
Fusion research involving implosions of deuterium-tritium targets driven by laser or
particle beams appears to be widely acceptedas not prohibited under the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). Researchon fusion involving implosions driven by other
means is underway in civilian and military laboratories in the US and other countries
and could result in small (up to perhaps a few tons TNT equivalent) explosive fusion
energy releases. However, the status of such experiments under the CTBT has not
been clearly defined. Until the potential for this research to lead to the development of
pure fusion weaponshas been openly reviewed and an appropriate policy governing its
conduct is established in the context of the CTBT, such experiments should be subject
to two interim limits: (1) a maximum of -1014neutrons produced; and (2) a ban on the
use of tritium.

INTRODUCTION
The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) bans "any nuclear weapon test
explosion or any other nuclear explosion." However, neither the Treaty text
nor the public negotiating record provide a technically precise understanding
of the boundary between prohibited nuclear explosions and not-prohibited
activities. There are gray areas that states will need to address in the context
of ratification deliberations and for internal planning purposes.
In the case of fission explosions,the United States has imposed criticality
as.its own dividing line betweena "nuclear explosion" and something less than
that.! A policy regarding permitted fusion experiments is also needed.Were it
possible to create compact, pure-fusion nuclear explosives, their detonation
would obviously be prohibited by the Treaty. Explosives based on fusion alone
could have as much potential as weaponsas the fission or fission-fusion exploa
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sivesin the nuclear arsenalstoday.Furthermore, if compactpure fusion explosives were developed,IAEA safeguards on the use of fissile materials-the
method by which nuclear-weapons nonproliferation is verified-would be
bypassed.2
Sometypes of researchand developmentthat could result in small-up to
perhaps a few tons TNT equivalent-explosive energy releases from deuterium-tritium (DT) fusion are being pursued in both civilian and military
researchin a number of countries. At the 1975 NPT Review Conference,the
U.S. assertedthat researchon certain methods of igniting small fusion explosions should not be prohibited under the NPT. The methodsspecifiedwere the
implosion and heating of fusion materials by convergingbeams of laser light
or by energetic beams of charged particles produced by accelerators.3The
implicit assumptionwas that neither high-powerlasers nor particle-accelerators and their beamtransport systemsand energysourcescould be miniaturized to the point where they could fit on a missile or in an aircraft bomb-bay.
There appearsto have beenlittle objectionby other governmentsto this view.
Today laser- and particle-driven inertial-confinement fusion techniques are
being pursued openlyin a number of non-weaponsstates including Germany,
which, when it signedthe CTBT,stated its understanding that this researchis
not banned by the CTBT.4

"SIMILAR EXPERIMENTS"
In its official "interpretation" of the CTBT submitted to the Senateto set the
stage for the ratification process,the Clinton Administration indicated its
understanding that "activities not affectedby the Treaty" will include "inertial
confinementfusion and similar experiments.,'5The issue pf further guidance
with regard to the limits on "similar experiments" was debated within the
Administration during the development of this interpretation, but no more
specificunclassifiedguidancewas provided. Such experiments-in which high
explosivesor magnetic fields are used instead of lasers or particle beamsto
drive the implosion-are currently an area of considerableinterest in the U.S.
.weapons laboratories, in part becausethey provide an alternative arena in
which weaponsphysicists can deepentheir understanding of dense,high-temperature plasmas in the absenceof nuclear-weaponstests. Theseexperiments
are also seenby someas potentially muchless costlyroutes to inertial confinement fusion energythan laser and particle-beam approaches. Becausethey
are also potential routes to the developmentof pure fusion weapons,a policy
guiding this researchis needed.
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One approach, "magnetized target fusion," (see Appendix A) is currently
the subject of joint unclassified research by Los Alamos National Laboratory
and its Russian counterpart, the All-Russian Institute
of Experimental
Physics at Sarov (formerly Arzamas-16). Magnetized target fusion (MTF) involves
creation of a "warm" (-100 eV) magnetized plasma for subsequent implosion
by a liner compressed by a magnetic field. A fullliner-on-plasma
experiment
has not taken place to date, but a DT plasma that produced 1013 neutrons
without implosion has been created.G,7 Another approach, under investigation
at Sandia National Laboratory, generates soft x-rays by passing a huge pulse
of current through a cylindrical array of fine wires, creating a plasma that is
then imploded by the surrounding magnetic field to a density that traps the xrays (see Appendix D). These x-rays would then be used to implode a small
fusion target.8
Both of these approaches do away with the intermediary
of lasers and particle accelerators, using instead very large electric current pulses generated by
pulsed power sources to implode a fusion target. The current pulses may be
generated by large capacitor banks or by the compression of magnetic fields
with high explosives (Appendix A), a technique pioneered by Andrei Sakharov
at Arzamas-16.9
The advent of the CTBT has probably also renewed interest at the weapons labs in attempting to ignite DT fusion directly using high-explosive implosion systems, if only because this will be one of the remaining experimental
challenges that the designers of nuclear weapon implosion systems can use to
hone their skills. Although u.S. progress in this area is classified, in early
1992 the Russian weapon laboratories reported neutron yields of 1013_1014
neutrons, corresponding to th~ fusion of 10-10to 10-9 grams of DT gas.l0 The
production of 1014neutrons would be accompanied by the release of an amount
of fusion energy equivalent to roughly 60 mg of TNT. 11 The associated radiation dose at one meter would be about 0.2 Gy (20 rads}-significant
but not
great enough to cause death in the short term.12
Hans Bethe, who headed of the Los Alamos Theory Division during World
War II, has expressed skepticism that such activities might lead to pure fusion
weapons. However, he wrote a letter to President Clinton in April 1997 stating
that "the time has come for our Nation to declare that it is not working, in any
way, to develop further weapons of mass destruction of any kind. In particular, this means not financing work looking toward the possibility
of new
designs for nuclear weapons such as pure fusion weapons."13 If such a policy
were announced, there would need to be more specific guidance with regard to
permissible activities. The purpose of this paper is to begin laying a technical
basis for such guidance.
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Figure 1: The solid line depicts the distance within which a person would receive a lethal
radiation dose (4.5 Gy or more) from the high-energy neutrons produced by a fusion explosion detonated in open air, The dashed line showsthe distance, accounting for the estimated shieldingfrom concrete buildingsin a city (see endnote 34).

POTENTIALWEAPONSAPPLICATIONS
1\vo potential weaponsapplications of fusion explosiveswould be: i) warheads
with yield-to-weight ratios higher than achievable with conventional high
explosives(HE), and ii) mini-neutron bombs.Figure 1 showsthe lethal radius
that would result from neutron radiation as a function of neutron yield. For
example,the curvesindicate that a weaponwith a fusion yield equivalent to 1
ton of high explosive would deliver a lethal neutron dose out to 200-400
meters.
We have examinedthe fusion-weaponpotential in a preliminary manner
for the case of magnetized target fusion (Appendix B). We chose MTF not
becauseit is of particular concern,but becauseit is the furthest developed
pure fusion systempowered by high explosivesthat is unclassified. We conclude that, while it appears to have little advantage over conventional high
explosivefor creating blast effects,it may have somepotential as a mini-neutron bomb.
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POTENTIALBENEFITS
The non-weapons benefits claimed for the development of controlled fusion
using pulsed-power techniques overlap several of those claimed for laserdriven inertial-confinement fusion: i) the discovery of a potential route to the
economical release of fusion energy on a small scale; ii) an intense pulsed
source of neutrons for scientific research applications and for simulating
nuclear-weapons effects; iii) the study of an unexplored plasma density regime
and an improved knowledge of plasma physics in general; and iv) a means by
which to "exercise nearly all the theoretical and experimental skills necessary
for preservation of nuclear weapon:s design and testing capabilities.nl4 These
justifications should be subject to open review and debate outside.
Efforts to justify these experiments as energy research face a particularly
high credibility barrier because energy systems based on pulsed-power techniques would not be economic unless the cost per pulse could be made very
low.15 It appears that this criterion may be difficult to meet. For instance,
even if pulsed-power fusion progressed to the point where a single shot delivered 1 gigajoule (GJ), the total cost per shot would have to be less than fifteen
dollars to compete with today's fission energy prices (Appendix C).
As for the final justification, assuring continued nuclear weapons expertise by developing and testing devices that are themselves potential nuclear
weapons, could be seen as circumvention of the CTBT. Ray Kidder, a retired
senior weapons expert at Livermore National Laboratory, has said of direct
HE-driven fusion research: "This is a really good way to keep your troops up to
speed and keep them interested... [but] if you're going to be true to the intent of
the treaty, you don't do these things.nl6

INTERIMLIMITS
Signatories to the CTBT will have to address the fact that some nuclear-weapons labs are already openly conducting pulsed-power-driven fusion experiments and are probably interested in continuing to conduct chemicalimplosion-driven fusion experiments in secret. Those conducting such experiments will have to deal with the fact that they may be asked about the permissibility of their work under the CTBT.
Given this situation, some interim limits may be called for. Richard Garwin, in a presentation to Chinese weapons experts in February 1996, suggested one possible interim limit on direct, chemical-implosion-driven fusion:
"While the prospectsof fusion energy nuclear explosionsof damagingmagnitude do not look promising with high-explosiveassembly,I believe such capabilities should be regarded as banned by the Treaty. Nevertheless, both
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scientific curiosity and somepractical purposesmight be servedby high-explosive systemsthat provoke a tiny amount of fusion. Th set the scale,one gram
of high explosive [HE] equivalent energy release corresponds to 1.6x1015
fusions. So one might set a limit (for HE-induced fusion only) at 0.1 gram of
HE, correspondingto 1.6x1014fusions."17

As noted earlier, this limit is approximately equal to the number of fusions
reported by Russian experimentalists using direct high explosive assembly.
High-explosive-drivenpulsed-powerfusion should be subjectto the same limit
until there has been a review of its potential dangers and benefits. In the case
of MTF, given that 1013DT neutrons have already been achievedby research
conductedthus far (DT plasma formation, but no implosion), this limit would
postponethe fullliner-on-plasma test until a review has beenconducted.
Ray Kidder has suggested an alternative (or perhaps complementary)
approach:a ban on the use of tritium in fusion implosion systems not driven
by lasers or particle beams.ISHe points out that, in the absenceof tritium, a
deuterium plasma will produce neutrons sufficient for diagnostic purposes,
but is unlikely to ignite or burn. Becausethe use of tritium requires onerous
arrangements to minimize the risk of exposureto the radioactive gas, fusion
researchers usually work with deuterium plasmas initially, postponing the
use of tritium as long as possible.Therefore,an interim tritium ban might be
accepted.

AN OPEN REVIEWPROCESS
The weapon states should not attempt to interpret, unilaterally or in secret,
how the CTBT constrains suchactivities. This would, in effect,leavethe interpretation of the CTBT to the weaponslabs in each country which, given their
40 years of oppositionto the CTBT, would not be credible either domestically
or internationally. Any domestic review should be as open as possible, but
informed as necessaryby reviews by independent experts of potential classified applications.There are a number of precedentsfor sucharr'angements}9
The proper international forum in which to offer any proposal for additional permissible activities involving fusion explosionsshould alsobe an open
one. This might be an NPT Review Conference,as was done for laser- and
beam-drivenfusion. Or, if a country felt that it neededto pursue pulsed-power
or chemical-implosiondriven fusion in its Stockpile Stewardship Program, it
could make that known at a CTBT Review Conference-just as the U.S. took
pains to make clear its position on the permissibility of sub-critical experiments during the negotiation of the CTBT. Until this questionis addressedin
an international forum and a consensusis reached on the status of such experiments under the CTBT, we urge countries engagedin such researchto publicly adopt interim limits suchas thoseproposedhere.
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APPENDIX A: MAGNETIZED TARGETFUSION
In order for fusion energy to be released, two light nuclei must come sufficiently close together so that they have a reasonable probability of tunnelling
through their Coulomb barrier. Historically, experimental study of controlled
nuclear fusion has focused predominantly on two techniques to achieve this:
i) magnetic confinement fusion, in which a deuterium-tritium (DT) plasma is
heated while being confined by a strong magnetic field; and ii) inertial confinement fusion (ICF) in which a capsule containing DT is imploded by highly
energetic laser or particle beams. The National Ignition Facility (NIF) under
construction at Livermore National Laboratory will conduct research on laserdriven ICF. Magnetized target fusion is a third approach in which a wall-confined DT plasma is created in a magnetic field and then compressed.
The minimum conditions for DT "ignition" are that the plasma reach a
temperature of at least 4 ke V and satisfy the Lawson criterion, which requires
the product of the plasma density and the plasma confinement time to be at
least 1014sec-cm-3.
The standard "Tokomak" approach to magnetic confinement fusion contains the plasma within a toroidal vessel with a magnetic field. The Lawson
criterion would be achieved by confining a relatively low particle density DT
plasma (-1014 cm-3)for a relatively long time (at least a second). The plasma is
heated using techniques such as microwave heating and neutral atomic beam

bombardment.
In laser-driven ICF, a plasma of much higher final particle density
(-1024 cm-3)created by the implosion of a millimeter-sized capsule must react
within a expansion time constant (-10-10 seconds)determined by the inertia of
the compressed capsule and fuel. A radial convergence ratio of about 30 is
believed to be necessary for ICF ignition. The implosion velocity must also be
very high (greater than 30 cm/microsecond) to achieve the required tempera-

ture.20
Magnetized target fusion is frequently described as an intermediate
approach between magnetic confinement fusion and ICF that eliminates some
of the difficulties of both while being limited to lower achievable energy gains.
MTF falls between magnetic confinement fusion and ICF in its confinement
time (-10-6 seconds) and density regime (-1020 cm"3)(Table 1). In the MTF
approach, a "warm" (-100 eV) magnetized plasma is imploded. The initial
magnetic field (-10-100 kilogauss) confines the charged particles in the
plasma to spiral orbits, thereby suppressing heat transport from the interior
of the plasma to the chamber walls. This reduction of thermal losses lowers
the implosion velocity requirements for adiabatic heating to -1 cm/microsec-
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Table 1: DTplasma densitiesand confinement times for tokomak-based magnetic
confinement fusion (MCF), Magnetized Target Fusion (MTF) and Inertial
Confinement Fusion(ICF). In order for the energy released by a fusion "burnN to
repay the initial heating of the plasma, the product of final plasma densi~ and
plasma confinement time must be greater than or equal to -1014 s-cm- (the
LawsonCriterion).
MCF

Starting density (cm-3)
Compressed density (cm-3)
Confinement time (seconds)

f'
.planned

1014

MTF

ICF

-1017

1021

-10-6

-1024
-10-10

--1020
-1

ond. The higher starting temperature of MTF fuel also reduces to about 10 the
radial compression ratio required to complete the heating process.21 The Los
Alamos/Arzamas-16 collaboration plans to use magnetically driven liners as
the implosion mechanism for MTF.
The Russian-designed "MAGO" scheme22.23for forming the warm, magnetized target plasma is described in Figure 2. If the MTF scheme is carried
through, this preheated plasma will be imploded by a yet-to-be-developed liner
that would replace the thick outer walls of the chamber.
A target plasma has already been formed using the MAGO chamber and
its temperature proved sufficient to generate a burst of 1013neutrons.24 A
liner has not yet been mated to the target plasma, but liner implosion tests
have been conducted separately. The first implosion test with a DT plasma is
to occur in the year 2000 if funding is made available. Explosive-

driven flux-compressiongenerators are expected to provide the required
pulses of power to the MAGO chamber and the imploding liner. 25,26

Explosive-Driven Flux-Compression Generators
Most US research on pulsed-power applications has used .high-energy capacitor bank facilities. The prohibitive costs of large capacitor facilities led Soviet
scientists to develop advanced explosive-driven flux-compression generators
as an alternative means to create extremely high-energy pulses. These generators exploit the fact that the magnetic flux trapped by a conducting loop or
coil stays constant, even when the area of the loop or the number of turns in
the coil is varied. To maintain the flux under these conditions, Ampere's Law
requires that the current in the loop or coil increase. High explosives are used
to compress a current loop or to remove turns from a coil containing a magnetic field, thereby inducing an increase in current and magnetic field.
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Figure 2: Cross section of the MAGO target plasma formation chamber, A current pulse of
about 2 megamperes (MA) is passed through the electrode generating a magnetic field
throughout the DT-gas-filied chamber. A stronger current pulse (6-8 MA) is then sent
through the electrode. causing electrical breakdown of the gas in Section I and the nozzle
region. The plasma is propelled by the Lorentz force into Section II. colliding with the gas
there and creating ionizing shockwaves that convert it to a plasma. The proposal is to
implode the plasma by a liner that would surround Section II in hopes of igniting fusion. (Figure courtesy of LosAlamos Science. Los Alamos National Laboratory.)

A helical flux-compression generator (HFCG) configured to deliver a large
current, is shown in Figure 3. Such devices have amplified currents from
capacitor banks by factors of several hundred to deliver output currents on the
order of 10 megamperes (MA). Helical generators coupled to more sophisticated "disk explosive magnetic generators" (DEMGs), which were developed in
Russia, have succeededin generating currents of hundreds ofmegamperes.
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Figure 3: Helical generator. a) A high-explosive-packed cylindrical conducting armature
sits inside a solenoid with which it forms a circuit. A current ispassed through the circuit, setting up a magnetic field between the armature and the solenoid. The load switch is initially
closed. b) When the high explosive is detonated at one end, the armature expands. As
loops are removed from the coil by being short-circuited, a larger current must be induced
in those remaining to preserve the flux. c) When the peak current is reached, the switch
bypassing the load isopened. (Figure courtesy of Los Alamos Science, LosAlamos National
Laboratory.)

The magnetic fields that can be generated using the large currents from
flux-compression generators can implode a metal cylinder, or "liner," as shown
in Figure 4. When the output current from the generator passes down the
walls of the liner, a strong magnetic field is produced outside the conducting
cylinder while the field inside remains zero, leading to magnetic pressure on
the cylinder, walls directed radially inward.
I
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Figure 4: Liner implosion. When a strong current pulse is passed down the walls of a hollow
conducting
cylinder, or 'liner,' a large magnetic
field is created
outside its surface, while
the magnetic
field inside the cylinder remains zero. The unbalanced
pressure of the magnetic field outside the walls of the liner then generates
a radial force inward. (Figure courtesy of Los Alamos Science, Los Alamos National Laboratory.)
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APPENDIX

B: MTF AS A WEAPON

As currently planned, the first liner-on-plasma test of MTF will not rely on
large capacitor banks, but high-explosive-powered flux-compression generators. In principle, such an MTF device could therefore be made portable--or, in
weapons parlance, "deliverable." However, the weapons potential of MTF
depends upon the area over which it can generate lethal effects for a given
weight. We have estimated the weight of an MTF device based on published
descriptions of flux-compression generators and the MAGO chamber, and on
private communication with the MTF experimentalists. These masses could
i possibly be reduced by efforts at weaponization.

"
I

The building blocks of the pulse power system driving such a weapon
would be helical and disk magnetic flux-compression generators (see Appendix
A). An HFCG system in which the initial current is provided by a battery has
been demonstrated to be able to deliver a peak current of -1 MA current for
longer than 10 microseconds,27 suggesting that a system sufficient to provide
the -2 MA necessary to set up the initial bias magnetic field in the MAGO
chamber is within reach. Such an HFCG could provide the initial current for a
larger HFCG which then could generate the second current pulse of about
6 MA necessary to form the plasma.28 The Los Alamos/Arzamas-16 team
plans to use an HFCG coupled to a DEMG to deliver the requisite 50-100 MJ
to the MTF liner.29 An HFCG system could also be used to provide the seed
current to this combination. A schematic of the system is shown in Figure 5.
Table 2 provides estimates of the total mass and the high-explosive mass of
each component. The total mass of the system is estimated at 3 metric tons,
with about a tenth of that mass accounted for by high explosive.
The MTF literature indicates that MTF might be able to achieve fusion of
3-30 mg ofDT fuel per shot for an energy release in the range 1-10 gigajoules
(GJ), roughly equivalent to the detonation of 0.2-2 metric tons (t) of high
explosive.30,31The total yield, including that from the 320 kg of actual high
explosive, would be 0.5-2.5 t HE equivalent. A three-ton device of this yield
would have no advantage over conventional high explosives in terms of blast
effects. Indeed, only one-fifth of the energy would cause blast effects since
eighty percent would be carried by neutrons.32
One way to increase the yield would be to surround the device with natural uranium. Uranium-238, the non-chain-reacting isotope which makes up
99.3 percent of natural uranium, can be fissioned by the fast neutrons produced by DT fusion. A layer of natural uranium a few centimeters thick could
double or triple the explosive yield (Figure 6). Even so, the yield-to-weight
advantage of such a device for creating blast effects compared to a conventional high explosive appears marginal (see Table 3).
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Figure5: Schematic (not to scale) showing components of a hypothetical high-explosivedriven MTFdevice.

The release of 1-10 GJ of fusion-energy would also produce roughly
3.5x1020-21fast neutrons. This many neutrons would deliver a lethal
radiation dose of 4.5 Grays (450 rads) in open spaceout to a radius of about
200-500meters.33This radius would be reducedto about 100-300meters by
the presenceof concretewalls (Figure 1).34The lethal blast radius from sucha
weapon,determined by the fusion yield plus the high explosiveyield (about a
ton HE equivalent), would be 10-20 meters in a built-up area.35The lethal
radius for 300 kg of sarin nerve gas in a I-ton Scudmissile on an overcastday
or night with moderate wind against an unprotected population would be
about 250 meters.36Table 3 gives these lethalities in terms of area. A pure
fusion weaponin the assumedyield range would therefore have a lethality in
populated areas larger than a conventionalweapon and perhaps comparable
to a chemicalwarhead of similar weight.
The weapon potential would be greater if, instead of heating the entire
plasma directly, fusion were achievedby creating a localized "spark" capable
of heating a surrounding "cold" fuel volume to fusion conditions, an approach

.
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Table 2: Approximate mass and high explosive (HE) content of basic components
required for a high-explosive-driven MTF system. The plasma formation chamber
was assumed to be similar to the MAGO chamber described in the text. "Cables"
refers to electrical connections from one flux-compression generator to another
and to the plasma chamber and liner (Figure 5).
Component

Mas!; (kg)

Mass HE (kg)

Plasma formation
Small HFCG (1st pulse)O

110

10

Small HFCG (2ndpulse)

110

10

Large HFCG (2ndpulse)b
Plasma chamber b

220
50-

20

Cablesc

25-

Liner implosion
Small HFCG

110

10

Large HFCG

220

20

2000

250

DEMGb
Cablesc
Linerc
Total
a.
b.

c.

55053,400 kg

320 kg

See endnote 27.
Based on values provided by I. Undemuth. Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), private communication, February
15, 1998. The actual mass of conductor required is about ten times larger than the minimum amount that would be
required to carry the current pulse (see footnote c below) due to the need to stabilize the chamber and generators
against magnetic forces. This requirement accounts, for example, for more than half of the total DEMG mass (6.
Reinovsky, LANL private communication, February 15, 1998).
The length of copper cables required to power the plasma chamber was assumed to be 5 meters. The total cross sectional area was determined by requiring that the electrical action from an average current of 10 MA carried for 10
microseconds did not exceed one tenth of the 'action-to-burst" for copper (see J. Parker, p. 10-12). Thisgave a crosssectional are of 2.5 cm2 and mass of: (500 cm)(2.5 cm2Xl Og/cc) = 12.5 kg. Multiplying by two to account for dielectric
and jacket mass we have 25 kg total. The masses of the liner and associated cables were estimated the same way
except that the iiner was taken to be aluminum. An assumed average current of 100 MA for 50 microseconds, witih the
same constraint on the electrical action as before. gave a liner cross sectional area of 90 cm2 and total cross section
area of the cables equal to 55 cm2. The liner length was taken as 20 cm, and the length of cables 5 m. The mass of the
liner was then: (20 cm)(90 cm~(3 g/cc) = 5 kg, and the mass of the cables (500 cmX55 cm~l 0 g/cc)(2) = 550 kg.

used in ICF research. There is apparently some hope of achieving high gain by
using MTF as the spark to ignite a larger fuel mass,37 which would make con-

siderably higher yields possible.
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Figure 6: The factor by which the energy yield of a fusion explosive would be enhanced if it
were surrounded by a layer of uranium-238. The data were generated using MCNP (' A
General Monte Carlo Code for Neutron and Photon Transport,' Version 4A, Los Alamos
National Laboratory, 1994). me fusion explosive was modeled as a point source of 14 MeV
neutrons at the center of a spherical shell of U-238 of inner radius 5 cm and density 19 g/cc.

Table 3: Comparison
of lethality of MTF devices with conventional
and chemical
weapon
of comparable
mass. Lethality is due
except where noted.
Weapon

1.0

MTF device

-1

(0.5-2.5 t)a

300 kg Sarin warhead
Hiroshima-type
o.
b.
c.

Yield (metric

1-ton high explosive

bomb

on Scud

tons HE)

lethal

to

high explosive
blast effects

area

(km2)

-10-3
-1 0-3 (blast)
0.03-0.8 (neutrons)b

-0.22
-15,000

-7c

Fusion yield (02-2.21) plus yield from high explosive (O3t) = 0.5-2.51.
4.5 Gray dose.
The area given is that of a circle centered at ground zero for which, for uniform population density. the number of pe0ple surviving within would be equal to the number killed outside.
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APPENDIX C: MTF AS AN ENERGY SOURCE
MTF proponents argue that ifMTF reaches its goal of fusion yields in the 110 GJ range, the technology might be integrated into a reactor design able to
deliver economically competitive electric power. Part of the basis for this hope
appears to be the high efficiency and low projected capital costs of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) generators which could efficiently convert the kinetic
energy stored in a hot (-20,000 K) plasma directly into electric power. However, several remaining economic issues call MTF's promise as a commercial
energy source into question.
A primary source cited in support of MTF's energy potential is a 1993
paper by Grant Logan of Livermore National Laboratory who assumed that
the pulse of fusion energy would be used to vaporize a blanket of working
material to a temperature suitable for efficient MHD conversion.38 Lithium
hydride is the suggested blanket material for fusion explosions in the 1-10 GJ
energy range. A small fraction of the lithium would be converted by neutron
absorption to tritium for recovery and use in subsequent DT targets. The
remaining lithium would be recycled. The electric power to drive the implosions would come from a reusable capacitor bank facility instead ofhigh-explosive drivers.
Assuming a net energy yield per pulse of 1-'-10GJ, a conversion efficiency
of 50 percent, an electricity cost at the "bus bar" equal to $0.10/kWh (approximately twice the cost of electricity from a "successful" fission power plant
today and perhaps what large-scale fission power might cost in a long term
future when low-cost uranium resources have been depleted) the total
allowed cost-per-shot works out to $14-140.39 For a reactor that generated 110 GJ pulses, Logan estimates that the "target" costs would have to total
about $0.5-5.0 per target in order for the reactor to be economic.40 It is difficult to believe that the target costs could be made this low.41 They include
remanufacture of a DT-filled plasma chamber and surrounding metal liner as
well as recasting several tens of kilograms of recycled lithium hydride into a
new blanket.

Energy Gain
A liner kinetic energy of about 65 MJ is believed to be necessary for MTF to
work.42 For a capacitor bank to liner kinetic energy conversion efficiency of
-25 percent,43 a 260 MJ capacitor bank would be required (existing
capacitor banks deliver tens of MJ). Multiplying by a liner-kinetic-energy to
plasma-energy conversion efficiency of 40 percent44 gives an overall efficiency
for converting capacitor-bank energy to plasma energy of 10 percent. Fusion
yields of 1-10 GJ would therefore correspond to an overall energy gain
between 4 and 40.
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This gain is consistent with the upper limit that can be obtained assuming
that the plasma must be uniformly heated to a temperature of 10 keV (a
kinetic energy of 15 ke V for each nucleus and electron in the plasma) and that
all the reacting DT fuel is converted to He4 + n with the full 18 MeV recovered
for every fusion. In this case, the maximum overall energy gain is given by:

G = Fusion energy x Effi clency
'
Plasma energy

-(0.015

18 MeV/fusion
01,
MeV/particle) (4 particles/fusion) x ( .),;

= 30
,

r

This calculation would not apply if, instead of external energy being
required to heat the entire plasma directly, fusion were achieved by creating a
localized "spark" capable of heating the surrounding plasma to fusion conditions. In this case, higher yields and hence higher gains would be possible,

r
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improving the energy economics, but also increasing concerns about potential
weapons applications.
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APPENDIX D: WIRE-ARRAY I-PINCH FUSION
Physicists have attempted for decades to use z-pinches to ignite fusion. A linear z-pinch involves passing a large current through a narrow plasma column.
The plasma is heated by the current and confined by the associated magnetic
field, which exerts a radial force inward on the plasma ions and electrons. In
principle, a plasma could be maintained this way at high density and temperature long enough produce a fusion reaction, but this magnetic confinement
approach has invariably been frustrated by instabilities that disrupt the pinch
and as a result, has been largely abandoned.
An extension of this idea is to use a "fast" z-pinch to produce x-rays that
could heat a hohlraum containing a DD- or DT-filled target, or could directly
compress a fiber containing DD or DT. Z-pinch x-rays have been generated by
sending a large (-10 MA) current pulse down a cylindrical array of fine wires.
The wires vaporize and implode on axis, forming an optically thick plasma
that traps radiation produced during thermalization and stagnation.45 Plasmas emitting -2 MJ of x-ray energy at a rate of about 200 terawatts (TW)
have been created in experiments at the PBFA-Z pulsed power facility at Sandia National Laboratory.46
While a hohlraum-radiation temperature of -250 eV is believed to be necessary to drive a hohlraum containing a fusion target to fusion conditions, the
radiation temperatures that have been achieved (-140 eV) are believed to be
adequate to begin diagnostic experiments with DD. Computational models
predict DD yields of 1012neutrons using an exploding pusher target, the first
type of target planned to be tested on PBFA-Z later this year.47 It is expected
that roughly a hundred times more neutrons would be produced if DT were
used.
Very high x-ray power can be achieved only if current is delivered to the
load at high power (hence the name, "fa.st" z-pinch). In the experiment that
produced 200 TW of x-ray power, an 11.7 MJ capacitor bank delivered 3 MJ to
the load at a rate of 50 TW,48 amounting to a four-fold power increase at an
electrical-to-x-ray-energy conversion efficiency of more than 15 percent.49 The
current rise time was about one hundred nanoseconds. In contrast, today's
most advanced flux-compression generators deliver hundreds of MJ to the
load in about a hundred microseconds (-1 TW), and therefore appear to be too
slow to drive a fast z-pinch.
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